ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
The rapid growth of DNA sequence data in the DNA databases has made representation of DNA of prime importance in the need to efficiently collate, organize, identify, retrieve and search the sequence data. Several investigators, for example, Hamori (1989) , Jeffrey (1990) and Nandy (1994) , considered graphical representations of DNA sequences. An advantage of such representations is that they allow visual inspection of data, helpful in recognizing, searching, organizing and analyzing DNA sequences. Nandy (1994) obtained his graphical representation by assigning A (adenine), G (guanine), T (thymine) and C (cytosine) to the four directions, (−x), (+x), (−y) and (+y), respectively, along the positive and the negative Cartesian coordinate axes, and then the bases making up the considered sequence that we associated with a walk over integral points of the coordinate system.
But such a representation of DNA is accompanied by (i) some loss of information associated with crossing and overlapping of the resulting curve by itself; and (ii) degeneracy generated by circuit. So some scholars improved Nandy's model in 2D graph. For example, Guo et al. (2001) created models with low degeneracy; and Wu et al. (2003) designed a representation with non-degeneracy. However, both of them cannot handle these two problems at the same time. (Randić et al., 2003a) . It is difficult to identify that the sequences in (a) and (b) are different. Because the visualization of this method become difficult when the DNA sequence is >300 bp.
In order to deal with these two problems completely, multidimensional graphical representations were introduced, for example, 3D (Hamori and Ruskin, 1983; Qi and Fan, 2007; Zhang and Zhang, 1994; Zhang et al., 2003) , 4D (Chi and Ding, 2005) and 6D (Liao and Wang, 2004) in later research. However, all these multi-dimensional methods are difficult to visualize because it is hard to know the exact value of each axis of a point in multidimensional graph and you do not know whether another point exists behind the point you can see.
So some elites return to 2D graphical representation. Randić et al. (2003a) , Yao and Wang (2004) and created 2D graphical representations with no degeneracy and no loss of information. However, from Figure 1 , it is difficult to identify that the sequences in Figure 1a and b are different. Because the visualization of these representations also become difficult when the DNA sequence is >300 bp.
Here, DV-Curve (Dual-Vector Curve) without degeneracy and loss of information has good visualization to represent long sequences. It is also very simple and can reflect the length of DNA sequence. Three applications of the DV-Curve are presented in detail.
THE DV-CURVE
In this section, we describe the construction of DV-Curve with lively figures. Readers can understand very easily how DV-Curve DV-Curve is constructed by Figure 2 . According to the construction of DVCurve, two mathematical models are presented. The first one is 'from DNA sequence to DV-Curve', and the second one is 'from DV-Curve to DNA sequence'. Finally, using mathematical methods and experimental results, we can prove several advanced properties of DV-Curve.
Construction of DV-Curve
In this subsection, the construction of DV-Curve is given. As shown in Figure 2a , each alphabet of A, T, C and G is indicated by two vectors as follows:
And DV-Curve can be obtained (for example, Fig. 2b ) by connecting all the vectors one by one.
So we can know some characteristics of DV-Curve from the construction: (i) DV-Curve is very simple and need not set parameters. (ii) DV-Curve extends 2 U along X axes to represent each nucleotide no matter A, T, C or G. (iii) DV-Curve need not add anything along Y axes to represent T and C, while need to add 2 U to represent A and add −2 U to represent G. (iv) DV-Curve possesses a very good symmetry. A and G are symmetrical; T and C also are symmetrical. (v) If the value of the end point along Y axes is greater than zero, it means there are more A than G in the DNA sequence. And if the value of the end point along Y axes is less than zero, it means there are more G than A in the DNA sequence.
Mathematical models of DV-Curve
According to the construction of DV-Curve, we present two mathematical models of DV-Curve in this subsection. First, we need to define some common descriptions and variables which are efficient in the whole article:
(1) We describe a DNA sequence as SEQ = S 1 S 2 ...S i ...S n where S i ∈{A,T ,C,G}, n is the length of this DNA sequence and SEQ is the whole DNA sequence. It means the DNA sequence SEQ is connected by many alphabets.
(2) (X j ,Y j ) is the point of DV-Curve. (X 0 ,Y 0 ) = (0,0) is the start point and (X end ,Y end ) is the end point.
Model 1: given a DNA sequence, draw the DV-Curve
In this model, each S i is given. We can calculate each point (X j ,Y j ) of DV-Curve according to these four equations, and then connect all points with beelines. In this way, we can obtain the DV-Curve.
Model 2: given a DV-Curve, obtain the DNA sequence
In this model, each point (X j ,Y j ) of DV-Curve is given. We can calculate each S i according to this equation, and then connect each S i one by one. So we can obtain the DNA sequence as
Advanced properties of DV-Curve
In this subsection, using mathematical methods and experimental results, we prove some advanced properties of DV-Curve as follows:
Property 2.1. There is no circuit and degeneracy in DV-Curve.
Proof. Reduction to absurdity Suppose that there is one or more circuits in DV-Curve. So two points overlapping themselves must exist. That is to say, i = j must exist, making
According to the Equations (3) and (4), X i = i and X j = j. Hence i = j. This contradicts i = j. Therefore, there is no circuit and degeneracy in DV-Curve.
Property 2.2. The correspondence between DNA sequences and DV-Curves is one to one and no loss of information.
First, we prove that for a given DV-Curve there is a unique DNA sequence correspondingly.
Proof. Reduction to absurdity Z.-J.Zhang Suppose that corresponding to one DV-Curve, two different DNA sequences, SEQ1 = S1 1 S1 2 ...S1 i ... and 
According to the Equation (5), a k must exist, making S1 k = S2 k . It means that there must be two different DNA sequences. This contradicts one given DNA sequence.
So the correspondence between DNA sequences and DV-Curves is one to one and no loss of information. As shown in Figure 2b , DV-Curve is very clear when the DNA sequence is short. Moreover, DV-Curves are also highly clear when the DNA sequence is long. From Figure 3 , it is very easy for observers to identify that DNA sequences between human and opossum are far different whereas it is difficult to do so from If one wants to know what the i-th alphabet in DNA sequence is, he can locate the point immediately whose value along X axes is 2(i−1), and then he can know it by examining the next two points.
APPLICATION OF DV-CURVE
In this section, three applications of DV-Curve are given. The first one is mutation analysis. We can locate the mutation and find out what happened in DNA immediately by inspecting the DVCurves involved. The other two applications are both similarity analyses. Similarity analysis of biological sequences is one of the most important part in Bioinformatics, and it can be divided into two main groups: sequence alignment and sequence descriptors comparison. Here, we present a sequence descriptors comparison based on the numerical characterization of DV-Curve. Based on the fact that human brain is much more powerful than computer to recognize figures, we also propose a similarity analysis by inspecting the DV-Curves. Biologists can choose the methods according to their needs. Finally, a software which can be used to draw DV-Curves very easily is presented.
Mutation analysis based on a visual inspection of the DV-Curves
Since the morphological and physiological characters of species are ultimately controlled by the genetic information carried by DNA, the mutational changes in these characters are due to some changes in DNA molecules. So it is very important to locate the mutation and find out what happened in DNA. Those changes of nucleotides can be classified into three basic types. They are substitutions of a nucleotide for another nucleotide (including transition composed of pyrimidine-to-pyrimidine and purine-topurine, and transversion composed of pyrimidine-to-purine and purine-to-pyrimidine), insertions and deletions. Traditional methods of locating mutation is based on computer searching technique. For example, Huang et al. (2008) designed a quick algorithm to locate mutation. However, if we draw the sequences in one graph, we can locate the mutation immediately. The detail of this method is presented in next paragraph.
We draw the primal sequence and the potential sequence with black and red lines, respectively, in the same graph. Obviously, if two DV-Curves overlap perfectly, no mutation occurs in the potential sequence. And if some parts of the two DV-Curves are different, one or more mutations must occur. Because DV-Curve extends 2 U along X axes to represent each nucleotide no matter A, T, C or G, the mutation can be indicated by the end overlapping point:
where k is the location of mutation in the DNA sequence, j is the value of the end overlapping point along X axes. For example, as shown in Figure 4a , A 1 is the end overlapping point. According to Equation (6), j = 3, k = 2 and a mutation occurs at the 2nd base. After knowing the location of the mutation, we can find out what happened in DNA according to the Equation (5). For example, as shown in Figure 4a , there is a T in the primal sequence at the 2nd base whereas there is a A in the potential sequence at this place. Then, we can know the mutation belongs to which type by comparing the end points of curves, because the end points of curve can indicate the length of the sequence according to the Property 2.3. For example, Figure 4a belongs to substitution because they have the same length; Figure 4b belongs to deletion because the potential sequence is shorter than the primal sequence; Figure 4c belongs to insertion because the potential sequence is longer than the primal sequence.
Similarity analysis based on sequence descriptors comparison
Sequence descriptors comparison is one of the main methods to do similarity analysis. It is based on the quantitative characterization of DNA sequences by ordered sets of descriptors derived from the sequences, such as the normalized eigenvalues of all kinds of matrices. For example, Randić et al. (2003a) proposed E matrix, M/M matrix, L/L matrix and L k /L k matrix, then used their eigenvalues as descriptors in Randić et al. (2003b) . These methods were proved to be useful and used by many authors. However, these matrices become too large to calculate the eigenvalues when DNA sequence is very long.
In our work, we use 24-component vectors as descriptors to numerically characterize DNA sequences, then do similarity analysis based on these descriptors.
For a DV-Curve, we can calculate the CM xy (Liao et al., 2005) as follow:
For a sequence, we can get 4! = 24 different DV-Curves by assigning A, T, C, G to basic Dual-Vectors in 4! ways. For example, we can assign the four nucleotides as shown in Figure 2a . We can also assign them as follows: −1),(1,1) ⇒ G (1,−1),(1,−1) ⇒ C So we can get the descriptor Vector D as follows:
The underlying assumption is that if two vectors point to a similar direction, two DNA sequences represented by the 24-component vectors are similar. Suppose that there are two species i and j, the descriptor vectors D i and D j . The similarity among such vectors can be computed by calculating the Euclidean distance between the end point of the vectors. The distance d ij between the two vectors is
The smaller the Euclidean distance is, the more similar the DNA sequences are. That is to say, the distances between evolutionary closely related species are smaller, while those between evolutionary disparate species are larger.
The method is illustrated on the coding sequences of the first exon of β-globin gene of 11 species. And the similarity matrix is shown in Table 1 . Observing Table 1 , we find that Human-Gorilla and Goat-Bovine are the most similar, while Opossum (and Gallus) tends to be more different from others.
Similarity analysis based on a visual inspection of the DV-Curves
There have been a large number of alignment algorithms to identify whether two DNA sequences are similar to each other, since Smith and Waterman developed a dynamic programming algorithm in 1981. These methods are efficient. Due to the cost of too much of runtime, however, efficiency would decrease in MSA (multiple sequence alignment). Moreover, MSA was proved to be an NPcomplete problem by Wang and Jiang (1990) . Most experts, so far, deem that it is impossible to build a deterministic polynomial algorithm to handle an NP-complete problem. It means that the time required to solve even moderately large versions of NP-complete problems easily reaches into the billions or trillions of years, using any amount of computing power available today. It is well known that human brain is much more powerful than computer to recognize figures. This advantage of our brains is very helpful for our similarity analysis in multiple sequences. So it is desirable to develop a simple, clear, unique, 2D and non-degenerate The values of Human-Gorilla and Goat-Bovine are the smallest, so Human-Gorilla and Goat-Bovine are the most similar. Opossum (and Gallus) is the most different from others, because the average value is the largest. graphical representation of DNA sequences. Molecular biologists can use this graphical representation as an intuitive tool to find out which sequence is most similar to the target sequence from many different DNA sequences, and then use alignment algorithms to confirm.
DV-Curve can be used very conveniently to do this job. As can be seen in Figure 5 , all the trends of the DV-Curves of these four species are somewhat similar and go down faster and faster. From the construction of DV-Curve, it is understood that the content of G is much more than the content of A. So these four sequences are similar to each other to some extent and observers can also discover very fast that the DNA sequences of human and gorilla are the most similar in these four species, because they have the most similar figures of DV-Curves. The cost of runtime in this process is very low, which is attributed to the powerful human brain.
The software
To facilitate biologists, a software has been developed and is very easy to be used. Input a DNA name and its DNA sequence, then click 'Draw'. The corresponding DV-Curve will be created immediately. If one wants to draw several DV-Curves in the same window, he can repeat the above steps.
CONCLUSION
DV-Curve provides a direct plotting method to denote DNA sequences without degeneracy and loss of information, but with good visualization in 2D space no matter whether sequences are long. It can also reflect the length of DNA sequence and can be used to do mutation analysis and two types of similarity analysis of DNA sequences. The corresponding software has been developed, and will be helpful to biologists. Conflict of Interest: none declared.
